
AMERICAN INVOLVEMENT IN VIETNAM ESSAY EXAMPLE

Free Essay: America's Involvement in Vietnam From the early 's up until Vietnam was controlled by France, Frances rule
was then ended as they were.

In President Kennedy sent a team to report on condition in Vietnam to dictate if the united states would
provide future aid. The war was split up between two sides, North Vietnam, who were allied with the Soviet
Union, China, and most of the communist countries during this time period, and South Vietnam, who were
allied with the United States and many countries that were against the belief of Communism. Has had in
modern times a rough couple hundred years. Patriotism was very strong in America at that time. It took place
in March 13, - May 7,  Men, like Tim O'Brien the author of the novel The Things They Carried, suffered from
posttraumatic stress disorder and it took them years to regain their lives after their return home. Containment
was accepted as fact by all US presidents during the Cold War and became an underlying principle in
American foreign policy and justification. Both of these versions of the war and the antiwar movement as they
have come down to us are better termed myths than versions of history because they function less as
explanations of reality than as new justifications of old positions and the emotional investments th The United
Sates did not win the Vietnam War due to strong motivation, Guerrilla warfare, and the political factors in the
United States. The political hierarchy starts with the Party Congress that has 1, members from all over
Vietnam that in turn elects the full and 25 alternate members of the Central Committee. During the decade of
Vietnam start in , the U. Before the Vietnam war, Vietnam was in a revolution because they did not want to be
ruled by France. In january, the Tet Offensive of the Vietnam war was launched. These errors and the lessons
they provided spanned a number of different areas, and include noticeable blunders in social and cultural
contexts, presidential leadership, and in diplomatic negotiations. For most of Vietnam? This is such a gigantic
change with prior wars that it bears study as to why it happened, and better yet, should have it happened.
These reasons all link together in some way. Ho chi Minh A. Vietnam has a distinctive culture and ancient
associated with the history of the formation and development of the nation. But it does not really explain there
major religion change to Buddhism, because Buddhism is really not a religion that is native to Vietnam. The
country was under the formal control of an emperor, Bao Dai. This new on-slot of foreign business in the
formerly closed country have completely rejuvenated the Vietnamese economy. However, when China
became influenced by Russia and became Communist, the Chan family moved to Vietnam to avoid
communism. The united states played a major role in Vietnam aiding the south. After gaining independence
from France in , by the leadership of Ho Chin Min, Vietnam was posed with the task of creating a political
faction. Why did Americans sacrifice so many lives and so much money for a country so far away This battle
was a symbolic turning point in Indochina. So they naturally assumed that all their weapons and firepower
would ensure victory in a couple of months. When dealing with crisis or conflict, America must not prolong
foreign involvement. During this time period Vietnam was split into two parts, north and south. Americans
feared for their safety and the safety of the 'free world. Maddox in the Gulf of Tonkin. I have heard horrible
stories of US soldiers dying from US bombs, shell shock, and soldiers returning to America and not being able
to function as active members of society due to the horrors of the war. From the bustling commercial center of
Ho Chi Minh City to the gracious capital of Ha Noi, local business is flourishing and international companies
are lining up to invest in new projects. There is a lot of controversy as to whether or not the Vietnam War
veterans are given enough recognition for what they went through. The Americans wanted to contain
communism in fear of it spreading to other countries while the North Vietnamese wanted to unite both parts of
Vietnam. This would explain why the Vietnamese people are such religious people. Eisenhower was that if
communism spread to Vietnam, then other countries in Southeast Asia would become more susceptible to
adopting communism. In , a civil war in Vietnam emerged. Because of this President Truman made the
Truman Doctrine. By virtue of the fact that power comes with many drawbacks the Soviet Union began to take
control of Eastern Europe and Germany Despite increased American military involvement and signed peace
agreements in , the Vietnam War did not end until North Vietnam's successful invasion of South Vietnam in 
However, there are some who may be able to forget there will be some, like politicians, that will not forget.
Body A.


